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Introduction 

Psychological distress and self-harm are indicative of poor mental health. People who 

experience these forms of psychological adversity are more likely to engage in behaviours 

that put their health and wellbeing at risk, such as alcohol and substance misuse and sexual 

risk behaviours (Shuper et al., 2010). In many cases, there are preventable social 

psychological antecedents to psychological distress and self-harm, such as stigma, rejection 

and discrimination (Jaspal, Lopes & Rehman, 2019). It is therefore important to understand 

the socio-cultural context in which individuals facing, or at risk of, these forms of 

psychological adversity are located. For instance, for many people of religious faith, their 

religion constitutes an important meaning system and a significant group membership - thus, 

rejection from this group can be psychologically distressing (Schluderman et al., 2001). 

There is evidence that both psychological distress and self-harm are more prevalent in non-

heterosexual people than in the general population (Liu & Mustanski, 2012; Mustanski, 

Garofolo & Emerson, 2010). However, there is a paucity of data on the social psychological 

underpinnings of psychological distress and self-harm in the religiously diverse society of 

Lebanon. Accordingly, this preliminary study attempts to address this gap by exploring the 

protective and risk factors of psychological distress and self-harm in a religiously diverse 

sample of heterosexual and non-heterosexual students at an English-speaking university in 

Lebanon. 

 

Lebanese society 

Lebanon is a diverse country which is home to various religious groups, including Christian 

Maronite, Greek Catholic and Greek Orthodox, Sunni and Shia Muslim, and Druze 

communities. Intergroup relations between these diverse religious communities have long 

been tense, and these tensions culminated in a bitter and bloody civil war between 1975 and 

1990, in which over 90,000 people lost their lives (Labaki, 1994). The Lebanese Civil War 

radically changed the demographic profile of Lebanon, and weakened both the stability and 

primacy of Lebanese national identity over competing social identities, namely religion. The 

primacy of religious identity in Lebanon has led to the salience of distinct norms, values and 
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representations perceived to be associated with one’s religion (Maatouk and Jaspal, 2019). 

Religion tends to constitute an important social identity, that is, group membership, which 

also provides a significant source of meaning for many Lebanese people (Harb & Smith, 

2008). 

Although Lebanon can be regarded as one of the more socially liberal societies in the 

Middle East, it is also a collectivist society in which religious and cultural norms prevail. 

Young people in Lebanon face family, cultural and religious pressures to conform to 

dominant norms and may experience rejection and stigma if these norms are violated. Indeed, 

across all religious groups in Lebanon, the family ranks very highly as a primary social 

institution (Kazarian, 2005). This may entail the regulation of sexuality, for instance. Indeed, 

both Lebanese law and social attitudes tend to take a negative stance on sexual diversity, such 

as non-heterosexual identities (Obeid et al., 2020). According to Article 534 of the Lebanese 

Penal Code of 1943, sexual relations which ‘contradict the law of nature’ are prohibited by 

law, and those found guilty of this offence (which can include homosexual relations) can face 

up to a year in prison (Human Rights Watch, 2018; Makarem, 2012). Although this law is not 

widely enforced, there is evidence that social attitudes towards homosexuality are generally 

negative (Obeid et al., 2020), which in turn may lead non-heterosexual Lebanese people to 

experience negative mental health outcomes, such as psychological distress and self-harm. 

 

Psychological distress 

Psychological distress can be defined as ‘unpleasant emotional experience of a psychological 

(i.e. cognitive, behavioural, emotional) and/or social nature that interferes with an 

individual’s ability to effectively cope with a given situation’ (Sellick & Edwardson, 2007, p. 

535). According to identity process theory (Breakwell, 1986; Jaspal & Breakwell, 2014), 

psychological distress can arise when individuals experience ‘threats’ to their identity, that is, 

decreased feelings of self-esteem, continuity, self-efficacy and distinctiveness. This form of 

psychological adversity has significant implications for physical and psychological health 

(Ozbay et al., 2007). Studies have generally revealed a relatively high prevalence of 

psychological disorders, such as anxiety and mood disorders in Lebanon, but that only a 

minority receive formal treatment for these disorders (Karam et al., 2006; Karam et al., 

2008). Wehbe (2011) has found that self-stigma is a significant predictor of attitudes towards 

psychological counselling among Lebanese students.  

The available evidence suggests that women in Lebanon are especially prone to 

psychological distress. In their study of young people in Lebanon, Ayyash-Abdo and 

Alamuddin (2007) found that men exhibited higher positive affect than women and that 

socio-economic status was predictive of subjective wellbeing. Furthermore, in their study of 

three samples of Lebanese young adults, Barbour, Saadeh and Salameh (2012) found that 

women were more susceptible to psychological distress than men (see also Ammar, Nauffal 

& Sbeity, 2013). There has been some work on the impact of violence on psychological 

health, including the onset of psychological distress (e.g. Abu-Saba, 1999; Itani, Fischer and 

Chu, 2018). Although there is no research into psychological distress among non-

heterosexual people in Lebanon, there is evidence from other countries that non-heterosexual 

people are at increased risk of psychological distress, due largely to preventable situational 

stressors. 

 

Self-harm 

There has been only limited research into suicidal ideation in Lebanon (Baroud et al., 2019; 

El Majzoub et al., 2018), with some work focusing on specific groups, such as patients with 

chronic illness (Macaron et al., 2014). However, there has been no systematic research into 

self-harm in Lebanon in the Lebanese population. Much of the available evidence originates 
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from the US and other Western societies, whose transferability to the Lebanese context is 

unclear. This research suggests that the majority of self-harmers who present to hospitals are 

diagnosed with at least one psychiatric disorder, most commonly depression followed by 

substance abuse and anxiety disorders (Haw et al., 2001). Moreover, it appears that key risk 

factors for self-harm include young age, non-heterosexuality and psychological disorders 

while potential protective factors include religious affiliation and cultural norms (Skegg, 

2005).  

A systematic review including data from 214,344 heterosexuals and 11,971 non-

heterosexuals revealed a higher risk of mental disorder and deliberate self-harm among non-

heterosexuals (King et al., 2008). Self-harm among sexual minorities is reportedly driven by 

various stressors including disclosure within homophobic environments (DiStefano, 2008). A 

qualitative study among 39 Japanese gay men revealed that sexual minority suicidality and 

self-harm were attributable in part to verbal, psychological, sexual, or physical violence, 

including bullying and ostracism from the family or workplace upon disclosure of one’s 

sexual orientation. In a US school-based survey, non-heterosexual youths were more likely to 

report self-harm than heterosexuals (Almeida et al., 2009). In their cross-sectional study, 

Rehman, Lopes and Jaspal (2020) found that situational stressors, such as discrimination, 

victimisation and internalised homophobia put non-heterosexual people at risk of self-harm. 

Self-harm may be regarded as a maladaptive coping behaviour which arises as a result of 

exposure to distressing psychological experiences when other adaptive strategies are less 

available (McMahon et al., 2013). 

 

Religious identity 

Religiosity is conceptualised as the strength of connection with both one’s faith and with 

other members of one’s religious group (Plante et al., 2002). There is cross-cultural evidence 

that religiosity can be protective against poor mental health, including in Lebanon (Khamis, 

2012).  

Ghandour, Karam and Maalouf (2009) found that religiosity (that is, belief in God and 

religious practice) was inversely associated with the onset of alcohol-related problems, as 

defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), across all 

religious groups in Lebanon, although the effect was strongest for Muslims. Furthermore, 

religiosity has been found to constitute a protective factor against severe gambling behaviour, 

which can be or become pathological (Ghandour and El Sayed, 2013). There is evidence that 

religiosity is a moderator of the relationship between adverse events (e.g. bullying) and poor 

mental health outcomes (e.g. substance misuse) in Lebanese young people, with those who 

are more religious being less likely to engage in substance misuse (Afifi et al., 2020). 

In view of the armed conflicts experienced in the Lebanese population, there has also 

been work on the role of religiosity in response to conflict-related psychological adversity. 

Farhood and Dimassi (2012) found that social support (partly in the form of religious 

involvement) was protective against post-traumatic stress disorder and depression in six 

villages in South Lebanon, which had seen considerable conflict in the years that preceded 

the study (see also Khaamis, 2012). In their preliminary investigation of 74 Lebanese 

students, Moussa and Bates (2011) found that religious coping strategy predicted post-

traumatic growth, suggesting that religion can provide the psychological resources for 

minimising the adverse effects of stressful events. 

Although the protective effects of religion in the face of poor mental health have been 

established in older Lebanese people (Chaaya et al., 2007), it is unclear whether this effect is 

also true in younger samples of Lebanese people of diverse sexual orientations. In view of the 

negative social attitudes towards non-heterosexual people in Lebanon (Obeid et al., 2020) 

and the powerful anti-gay rhetoric associated with religious leaders (Maatouk & Jaspal, 
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2020), it is unlikely that non-heterosexual Lebanese people exhibit high levels of religiosity 

or that religion functions in a protective manner. 

 

Hypotheses 

1. Heterosexuals will exhibit higher levels of religiosity, and higher levels of psychological 

wellbeing than non-heterosexuals. 

2. Non-heterosexuals are more likely than heterosexuals to self-harm.  

3. Identity threat and sexual orientation predict psychological distress, while religiosity is 

protective against it. 

 

Methods 

Ethics 

The Health and Life Sciences Faculty Research Ethics Committee at De Montfort University, 

Leicester, UK provided ethical approval for this study. 

 

Participants 

A sample of 209 undergraduate students at a university in Beirut, Lebanon participated in a 

survey study of psychological distress and self-harm. Participants were aged between 18 and 

36 years (M=21, SD=2.45). There were 135 females (64%), 69 males (33%), and 5 gender 

non-binary individuals (2%). There were 140 (67%) heterosexuals and 66 (32%) non-

heterosexuals – non-heterosexuals identified as bisexual (N=39, 19%), gay (N=18, 9%), other 

(N=7, 2%), and lesbian (N=9, 4%). The majority of participants reported Lebanese nationality 

(N=197, 94%); 4 (1.9%) reported Palestinian nationality; 2 (1%) Syrian nationality and 6 

(2.9%) other Arab nationality. There were 121 (58%) Christians and 66 (32%) Muslims – 

more specifically, 75 respondents (36%) described themselves as Christian Maronite, 40 

(19%) as Sunni Muslim, 29 (14%) as Catholic, 26 (12%) as Shia Muslim, 17 (8%) as Greek 

Orthodox, 12 (6%) as Druze and 10 (5%) as Other. Table 1 provides a full description of the 

participant sample. 

 

**Insert Table 1 here** 

 

Measures 

Religiosity was measured using the 5-item Abbreviated Santa Clara Strength of Religious Faith 

Questionnaire (Plante et al., 2002) which included items such as “I enjoy being around others 

who share my faith”. The items were measured on a 4-point scale (1=strongly disagree to 

4=strongly agree). The higher the score, the higher the level of religiosity (α=.9). 

 

Identity threat was measured using the 5-item Identity Principles Scale (Murtagh, Gatersleben 

& Uzzell, 2014) focusing on individual’s overall perceptions of the identity principles (self-

efficacy, self-esteem, continuity, and distinctiveness). Items included “I have not changed in 

time” (continuity) and “I see myself as someone who has high self-esteem” (self-esteem). The 

items were measured on a 5-point scale (1=not true of me to 5=very true of me). Items were 

reversed scored as, in identity process theory, low levels of the identity principles are 

conceptualised as identity threat. A mean score was calculated to produce an overall score of 

identity threat - the higher the score, the more threatened identity was (α=.69). 

 

Psychological distress was measured using the 18-item Brief Symptom Inventory (Derogatis, 

2001). Items included physical symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress, e.g. “Faintness or 

dizziness”; psychological symptoms of anxiety/ panic and stress, e.g. “Feeling no interest on 

things”; and suicidal ideation “Thoughts of ending your life”. Items were measured on a 5-
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point scale (1=not at all to 5=extremely). The higher the score, the more psychological distress 

(α=.94). 

 

Self-harm was measured using the following item from the Adult Psychiatric Morbidity 

Survey (McManus et al., 2016): “Have you ever deliberately harmed yourself in any way but 

not with the intention of killing yourself?” Possible responses were ‘yes’ or ‘no’.   

 

Statistical analyses 

SPSS version 26 was used to perform the analyses. First, independent samples t-tests 

bootstrapped at 1000 samples to control for statistical power were performed to analyse 

differences between the main groups in the sample (gender: male vs. female; religion: 

Christian vs Muslim; and sexual orientation: heterosexual vs. non-heterosexual) for the key 

variables. Cohen’s ds and 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) were reported to control for the 

strength of between group mean differences for the key variables. Second, chi-squared tests 

bootstrapped at 1000 samples were performed to test associations between categorical 

variables. The Phi values were reported to examine effect sizes of chi-squared relationships. 

Third, stepwise regressions were conducted with a bootstrap set at 1000 samples to test which 

variables predicted psychological distress and self-harm, respectively.  

 

Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Table 2 provides a full summary of the descriptive statistics concerning the key variables of 

interest. The mean scores for religiosity was 2.35 (SD=1.19). In contrast, the mean score for 

identity threat was relatively high, M=3.0, SD=.83. Furthermore, the mean for psychological 

distress was 1.8 (SD=.98), suggesting moderate psychological distress in the sample, and 106 

(51%) participants reported self-harm while 103 (49%) reported no self-harm, suggesting a 

very high prevalence of self-harm in this sample. 

 

**Insert Table 2 here** 

 

Between group differences for religiosity 

Independent samples t-tests showed statistically significant differences between males and 

females for religiosity [t(202)=-1.998, p<.05; Cohen’s d=0.2; 95% CIs (.69748, .00461)]. 

Females (M=2.48, SD=1.71) were more religious than males (M=2.13, SD=1.22). 

Further independent samples t-tests showed statistically significant differences 

between heterosexuals and non-heterosexuals for religiosity [t(205)=5.569, p<.001; Cohen’s 

d=0.5; 95% CIs (.27534, .95467]. Heterosexuals (M=2.45, SD=1.27) showed higher levels of 

religiosity than non-heterosexuals (M=1.92, SD=.87).  

There were no statistically significant effects of religious group or relationship status 

on levels of religiosity (p>0.5). 

 

Between group differences for identity threat and psychological distress 

Independent samples t-tests showed a statistically significant difference between males and 

females for identity threat [t(202)=-3.273, p=.001; Cohen’s d=0.1; 95% CIs (-.62821, -

.15581)] but not for psychological distress (p>0.5). Generally, females showed high levels of 

identity threat (M=3.09, SD=.81) than males (M=2.70, SD=.80).  

 Further independent samples t-tests showed a statistically significant difference 

between heterosexuals and non-heterosexual for psychological distress [t(205)=-3.250, 

p=.001; Cohen’s d=0.4; 95% CIs (-.75229, -.18413)] but not for identity threat (p>0.5). Non-
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heterosexuals (M=2.0, SD=.9) showed higher levels of psychological distress than 

heterosexuals (M=1.53, SD=1.0). 

 Independent samples t-tested exhibited a statistically significant difference between 

Christians and Muslims for psychological distress [t(185)=-2.131, p=.001; Cohen’s d=0.3; 

95% CIs (-.61546, -.02366)] but not for identity threat (p>0.5). On the whole, Muslims 

(M=1.88, SD=1.1) reported higher psychological distress than Christians (M=1.56, SD=.91). 

 

Effects of gender, religion and sexual orientation on self-harm 

An chi-squared test showed an effect of sexual orientation (heterosexual vs. non-

heterosexual) on self-harm (no self-harm vs. self-harm [χ2(1, 207)=4.164, p<.05; Phi=.142, 

p<.05]. More non-heterosexuals reported self-harm (N=40, 60%) than those who did not 

(N=26, 39%). In contrast, more heterosexuals reported no self-harm (N=77, 66%) than those 

who did (n=40, 34%). This suggested that non-heterosexuals were more vulnerable to self-

harm than heterosexuals. There was no statistically significant impact of gender or religious 

group on self-harm (p>0.5) 

 

Differences between self-harm vs. non-self-harm groups 

Independent samples t-tests showed a statistically significant difference between those who 

reported self-harm vs. those who reported no self-harm for psychological distress [t(207)=-

5.317, p=.001; Cohen’s d=0.7; 95% CIs (-.93323, -.42837)] only and no effects for 

religiosity or identity threat (p>.05). Students who reported self-harm (M=2.01, SD=.93) 

exhibited more psychological distress than those who reported no self-harm (M=1.33, 

SD=.92). 

 

Correlations 

Generally, the results indicated positive correlations between identity threat and 

psychological distress [r(209)=.28, p<.001]. Moreover there were negative correlations 

between religiosity and psychological distress [r(209)=.24, p<.001] and between religiosity 

and identity threat [r(209)=.20, p<.005].  

 

**Insert Table 3 here** 

 

Two-way ANOVA 

A median split was performed on the religiosity variable to dichotomise it into high vs. low 

religiosity. This was followed by a two-way ANOVA to explore the interaction of religiosity 

and sexual orientation in the prediction of psychological distress. The overall model 

successfully predicted 5.4% of the variability in psychological distress (F=2.30; p<.05). Sexual 

orientation was significantly associated with psychological distress (F=2.71; p<.05) whereas 

religiosity and its interaction with sexual orientation were not (p>.05). This suggested that, 

irrespective of levels of religiosity, non-heterosexuals were at greater risk of psychological 

distress than heterosexuals.  

 

Multiple regression models 

As self-harm and psychological distress represent distinct dimensions of mental health: 

behavioural and cognitive-affective, respectively, two separate multiple regressions were 

conducted to predict these variables. 

First, a binary logistic regression was conducted to examine which variables predicted 

the variance of self-harm. The variables of sexual orientation and religiosity were inserted as 

predictors, and self-harm was inserted as the dependent variable. The binary logistic 

regression model was statistically significant for self-harm χ2(2)=7.74, p=.02. The model 
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explained 4.9% of the variance in self-harm and correctly classified 56.5% of cases. Out of 

the predictors, only sexual orientation had predictive power for self-harm with a β=.30, 

Wald=6.39, p<.05, suggesting that sexual orientation was associated with increased 

likelihood of self-harm in our sample.  

Second, a multiple stepwise regression was conducted to examine which variables 

predicted the variance of psychological stress. The variables of religious group; sexual 

orientation; identity threat; and religiosity were inserted as predictors, and psychological 

distress was inserted as the dependent variable.   

Identity threat was entered into Step 1 and explained 7.5% of the variance in 

psychological distress. At Step 2, identity threat and religiosity explained 10.6% of the 

variance in psychological distress. R-square change was 0.035 and F-change was 8.260 

(p=0.004). At Step 3, identity threat, sexual orientation and religiosity explained 11.9% of the 

variance in psychological distress. R-square change was 0.017 and F-change was 4.097 

(p=0.044). The regression model was statistically significant for psychological distress [F(1, 

205)=4.097, p<.05; R2=.119]. Of all predictors, identity threat with a β=.234 S.E.=.079, 95% 

CIs (.122, .435) (t=3.513, p=.001) was the most powerful, followed by sexual orientation 

with a β=.134, S.E.=.051, 95% CIs (.003, .204) (t=2.024, p<.05) and religiosity with a β =-

.172, S.E.=.056, 95% CIs (.-.252, -.033) (t=2.568, p=.011) had significant effects on the 

variance of psychological distress. The variable of religious group was excluded from the 

model in the 3 steps.  

 

Discussion 

While there has been some investigation of psychological distress in the Lebanese 

population, there has been very limited research into self-harm and none that focuses on these 

mental health indicators specifically among non-heterosexual people in Lebanon. This 

preliminary study sheds some light on psychological distress and self-harm in this population 

and the possible protective factor of religiosity. Overall, our findings supported the three 

hypotheses. Heterosexuals exhibited higher levels of religiosity, and higher levels of 

psychological wellbeing than non-heterosexuals. Sexual orientation predicted the variance of 

self-harm, with non-heterosexuals being more likely to self-harm. Identity threat and sexual 

orientation predicted psychological distress, while religiosity was protective against it. 

Poor mental health among university students is a global concern resulting in 

cognitive but also behavioural outcomes, notably self-harm (Storrie et al., 2010). As in global 

findings, our data from Lebanese university students showed a high prevalence of self-harm. 

Progression through academic study, increased workload, and financial pressures are thought 

to increase psychological stress and decrease opportunities to develop protective factors for 

poor mental health (Macaskill, 2013). In addition to these pervasive stressors, the 

conservative culture of Lebanon does not generally favour help-seeking which can lead 

people to rely on less effective coping strategies, such as self-harm, to seek respite from 

psychological adversity. 

 Previous research has generally indicated that women are at greater risk of 

psychological distress than men (Nauffal, Ammar & Sbeity, 2013; Barbour, Saadeh & 

Salameh, 2012), which has been attributed to the patriarchal nature of Lebanese society and 

pervasive gender inequality (Ayyash-Abdo & Alamuddin, 2007). However, our study of 

Lebanese students did not reveal this gender difference. Furthermore, women were no more 

likely than men to engage in self-harm behaviour, which is inconsistent with research 

conducted in other contexts (e.g. Hawton et al., 2002). This could be attributed to the fact that 

all of the participants were university students, of a relatively high socio-economic 

background given the nature of the educational institution at which they were studying and, 

thus, arguably less susceptible to patriarchy and inequality based on gender (Botticello, 
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2009). This demonstrates the importance of recognising the heterogeneity of Lebanese 

society in research – especially in terms of socio-economic differences. Unlike previous 

research (e.g. Ayyash-Abdo & Alamuddin, 2007), ours revealed a difference in levels of 

psychological distress between Muslim and Christian participants, with Muslim participants 

exhibiting greater proneness to it. The social psychological underpinnings of this higher 

proclivity to psychological distress will need to be investigated further but it is possible that 

the strict norms, religious expectations and the regulation of lifestyle in Lebanese Muslim 

families present challenges for young students in secular university settings (Ghandour, 

Karam & Maalouf, 2009). 

 One key difference in this study was between heterosexual and non-heterosexual 

students, with the latter being more susceptible to both psychological distress and self-harm 

than their heterosexual counterparts (see also Marshall et al., 2011). Although the 

underpinnings of psychological distress and self-harm were not the key focus of this study, 

previous research highlights the insidious effects of situational stressors, such as sexual 

orientation stigma, on mental health outcomes, including psychological distress and self-

harm (Almeida et al., 2009; Jaspal, Lopes & Rehman, 2019; Rehman, Lopes & Jaspal, 2020). 

In view of the negative social attitudes towards sexual minorities in Lebanon (Obeid et al., 

2020), which are often reinforced by both legislation and religious discourses against sexual 

minorities (Human Rights Watch, 2018; Makarem, 2012), it is likely that these situational 

stressors are more acutely experienced by non-heterosexual people in Lebanon than by those 

in Western countries, for instance. It is, however, acknowledged that Lebanon is more 

socially liberal than many other countries in the Middle East (Maatouk & Jaspal, 2020). 

Moreover, non-heterosexual people are less likely to be open about their sexual orientation 

due to anticipated prejudice, which may add a further layer of complexity to their identities as 

they are compelled to conceal their identities and to feign heterosexuality in some contexts. 

Overall, these social and psychological stressors may culminate in psychological distress. 

 Consistent with much previous research in Lebanon (Afifi et al., 2020; Moussa & 

Bates, 2011), our findings suggested that religiosity was protective against psychological 

distress, that is, the more religious one is (in terms of both spirituality and religious 

participation), the less likely one is to experience psychological distress. Indeed, the 

spirituality component of religiosity can provide meaning, hope and optimism (Meanley, 

Pingel & Bauermeister, 2016), while religious participation and identification with other 

members of one’s religious group provide a structured social identity, social support and 

motivation (Greenfield & Marks, 2007). Therefore, religiosity may provide access to 

effective strategies for coping with psychological adversity and, as a robust social group 

membership, enhance mental health (Sani et al., 2012). Religiosity may be especially 

effective in societies, such as that of Lebanon, in which religious identity has primacy over 

other identities (Harb & Smith, 2008).  

Yet, it is clear that religiosity is not universally protective. Our results showed that 

non-heterosexual people exhibited lower levels of religiosity than their heterosexual 

counterparts. This may be attributed to the perception among non-heterosexual people that 

they are not accepted by their religious groups (itself a product of the heteronormativity and 

homophobia sometimes observable in religious discourses). In social identity theory, this has 

been referred to as the ‘exit option’ (Tajfel, 1981), that is, self-removal from social groups 

that cause psychological distress. Use of this strategy may limit rejection from one’s religious 

group, but our data suggested that this did not necessarily limit the extent of psychological 

distress since individuals also lose access to a potentially effective protective strategy. 

Identity process theory (Breakwell, 1986) describes a series of coping strategies that may be 

used in response to threat and distress – some adaptive and others maladaptive. For many, 
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identification with religion does constitute an adaptive coping strategy (Moussa & Bates, 

2011).  

The results showed that sexual orientation predicted self-harm behaviours in 

participants, suggesting that this population, already more prone to psychological distress, 

was also at risk of self-harm. Indeed, McDermott et al. (2008) found that sexual minorities 

may feel unable to access social support and, thus, employ individual maladaptive strategies 

for reducing feelings of shame related to their stigmatised sexual orientation - one such 

strategy is self-harm. This may explain the susceptibility of non-heterosexual people in our 

sample to self-harm. 

 

Limitations 

This preliminary study has several limitations which should be addressed in future research. 

First, the study did not measure the specific situational antecedents of psychological distress 

in the sample. Having established differences between heterosexual and non-heterosexual 

people in Lebanon, we believe that future research should focus on these antecedents in non-

heterosexual people specifically. Second, the cross-sectional design of this study removes the 

possibility of unequivocal conclusions about causality (e.g. does salience of religious identity 

reduce psychological distress?). Future research should use experimental manipulations of 

religious salience to test causal hypotheses, for which this study provides robust foundations. 

Third, although the single item used to measure non-suicidal self-harm was clear, it does 

capture a variety of behaviours that might be understood to constitute self-harm. Given the 

high prevalence of self-harm in the sample, future research ought to focus on effective 

measurement of this variable by attempting to capture the different types of self-harm 

behaviour. On a related note, self-harm was measured in this preliminary study but future 

research should also include suicidal ideation and suicide attempts. Fourth, this study 

sampled a relatively high number of non-heterosexuals with low reported numbers of 

lesbians. A convenience sample was recruited from the university social club focussing on 

sexual minorities which could explain the observed skew. This preliminary study on self-

harm looked to detect differences between heterosexuals and non-heterosexuals but future 

research should explore deeper variations across sexual identity categories, such as gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual. Fifth, the results of this study are not transferrable to the general 

population because of the sampling approach. The English-language questionnaire was 

administered to students at an English-speaking university, which may be atypical of the 

Lebanese general population. 

 

Conclusions 

This preliminary study provides novel insights into psychological distress and self-harm in a 

religiously diverse sample of heterosexual and non-heterosexual students at an English-

speaking university in Lebanon. It is shown that non-heterosexual people are more 

susceptible to psychological distress and self-harm, and exhibit lower levels of religiosity 

than their heterosexual counterparts. Unlike Western societies, religious identities in the 

collectivist Lebanese society are central to people lives: they are not just personal beliefs, but 

rather they reflect a group membership, a community, a history, and a political identity and, 

for some, constitute a protective factor (Maatouk and Jaspal, 2020). In order to ensure the 

wellbeing of the diverse population of Lebanon, it is important to challenge stigma towards 

sexual minorities – especially in religious contexts, to promote engagement with a broader 

range of social identity categories (other than just religion), and to ensure that individuals of 

all faiths and sexualities are able to access effective counselling support if they require it. 

These steps will undoubtedly contribute to tackling the significant challenges of 

psychological distress and self-harm in the Lebanese population. 
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Table 1: Description of the participant sample 

  Mean SD 

Age 21 2.45 

   

 n % 

Gender   
Males 69 33 

Females 135 64 

Non-binary 5 2 

Sexual Orientation   

Heterosexual 140 67 

Bisexual 39 19 

Gay 18 9 

Lesbian 9 4 

Other 7 2 

Relationship status   

Single 151 72 

Monogamous relationship 52 25 

Open relationship 1 0.4 

Engaged 1 0.4 

Married 3 1.3 

Civil partnership 1 0.4 

Nationality   

Lebanese 197 94 

Palestinian 4 1.9 

Syrian 2 1 

Other arab 6 2.9 

Religion   

Maronite 75 36 

Catholic 29 14 

Greek Orthodox 17 8 

Sunni 40 19 

Shiaa 26 12 

Druze 12 6 

Other 10 5 
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Table 2: Description of key variables of interest 

  n % 

Reported self-harm   
Yes 106 51 

No 103 49 

   

 Mean SD 

Computed scores   
Religiosity 2.35 1.19 

Identity threat 3.0 0.83 

Psychological distress 1.8 0.98 

 

 

 

Table 3: Correlations between key variables of interest 

   

  
1 2 3 4 

1. Age - -0.126 -0.015 -0.191* 

2. Psychological distress -0.126 - -0.241* 0.281* 

3. Religiosity -0.015 -0.241* - -0.199* 

4. Identity threat -0.191* 0.281* -0.199* - 

   
 

 

 


